
Short Essay on Classical Western Music 

Classical Western music is a style of art music that has been around for hundreds of 

years, originating in the medieval era. It developed through the Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, 

and Romantic eras before finally becoming an established genre in the early 20th century. This 

style of music is considered to be highly complex and structured, making use of musical notation 

with multiple voices or instruments playing simultaneously. It features a wide range of elements 

such as tonality, melody, harmony, meter/rhythm, dynamics, and texture. 

The roots of classical Western music can be seen in Medieval Europe when composers 

began writing polyphonic pieces using modal scales. During this time period, Gregorian chants 

were also written which would go on to become a staple of classical Western music. During the 

Renaissance, composers began to expand on this style and wrote pieces that were more complex 

in nature with multiple voices or instruments playing simultaneously. As the Baroque era took 

hold, composers such as Johann Sebastian Bach introduced counterpoint, which is the 

relationship between two or more melodic lines that are independent yet interrelated. 

The Classical period saw further development of musical forms such as sonata form and 

symphony form. Composers such as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart established many of these new 

forms while also expanding upon traditional techniques such as orchestration, tempo changes, 

dynamics, and harmonic structure. The Romantic era saw further experimentation with larger 

orchestra sizes and a wider range of expressive techniques. This period was marked by intense 

emotion and lush, romantic melodies. 

Today, classical Western music is still a popular style of music that is enjoyed around the 

world. It remains an important part of many cultures, providing entertainment as well as 

inspiration and comfort to its listeners. Classical Western music is also significant in academia, 



with many universities offering courses on its history and structure. As technology has advanced, 

there are now more opportunities for people to access this type of music from recordings or 

streaming services. Whether you’re looking for something soothing to listen to while studying or 

an exciting new piece to perform live, classical Western music has something for everyone. 

 


